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Linear and nonlinear properties of moderate-toroidal-number (n) shear-Alfvén modes in tokamaks
are investigated by using a hybrid MHD-particle simulation code, which solves the coupled set of
MHD ~magnetohydrodynamic! equations for the electromagnetic fields and gyrocenter Vlasov
equation for a population of energetic ions. The existence of unstable toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes
~TAE’s! and their kinetic counterpart is shown for low values of the energetic-ion pressure gradient.
Above a certain threshold value, the energetic particle continuum mode ~EPM! is destabilized, with
growth rate fast increasing with increasing energetic-particle pressure gradient. The threshold shows
an inverse dependence on n. High-n EPM’s could then be unstable in realistic plasma conditions.
Neglecting MHD nonlinearities, for the sake of simplicity, it is shown that nonlinear TAE saturation
appears to be due to the trapping of resonant energetic ions in the potential well of the wave.
Saturation of the EPM occurs instead because of a macroscopic outward displacement of the
energetic-ion population, with potentially dramatic consequences on a -particle confinement; such
conclusions are not modified by the inclusion of MHD nonlinearities. © 1998 American Institute
of Physics. @S1070-664X~98!01109-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

the degeneracy of the corresponding continuous spectra and
yield frequency gaps,10 in which there can exist discrete global modes, called toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes ~TAE’s!.11,12
In the frame of ideal MHD such modes are marginally stable,
but they can be destabilized by resonant interactions with
fast particles.
When a more realistic kinetic description of the core
plasma dynamics is accounted for ~e.g., a small—compared
to wavelength—but finite thermal ion Larmor radius!, as
well as other nonideal effects ~e.g., those associated to resistivity!, the continuous shear-Alfvén spectrum is actually resolved into a closely spaced set of discrete, strongly localized, modes: the kinetic Alfvén waves ~KAW’s!.1,13,14
Toroidal coupling between two counter-propagating KAW’s
yields a new global mode,11 called the kinetic toroidal Alfvén eigenmode ~KTAE!,15 with two different branches,
characterized by frequencies close to the upper or the lower
boundary of the toroidicity induced frequency gap, respectively. Moreover, coupling with KAW’s tends to stabilize the
TAE. This effect is very small as long as the TAE frequency
is well inside the gap.15–17 When equilibrium or nonideal
effects themselves bring the TAE frequency close to the
lower boundary of the gap, however, TAE can be strongly
coupled to KAW’s and, hence, completely stabilized. In this
case KTAE’s can be the most unstable gap mode.18,19
A more strongly growing mode has been predicted
theoretically20 when the drive due to resonant energetic particles overcomes continuum damping ~or, equivalently, the
damping due to the coupling to the KTAE spectrum!. The
new mode, called the energetic particle continuum mode
~EPM!, appears with completely different features from
those of TAE’s and KTAE’s. Its frequency is mainly determined by the resonance condition with the characteristic mo-

Energetic ions with typical velocity v H of the same order
of the Alfvén speed v A [B/ A4 p n i m i ~B is the magnitude of
the equilibrium magnetic field, n i and m i are the bulk-ion
density and mass, respectively! can be produced in tokamak
plasmas both by auxiliary heating methods and by fusion
reactions. Due to their high velocity, they can resonate with
and possibly destabilize Alfvén modes.1–7 Their confinement
properties—of crucial importance for achieving efficient
plasma heating and, therefore, ignition conditions—can in
turn be strongly affected by the nonlinear interaction with the
Alfvénic modes associated to such instability conditions.
Therefore, significant attention has been devoted to investigations of stability properties of Alfvén modes in tokamaks.
In a periodic cylinder of length 2 p R 0 , described by
(r, u ,z) coordinates, ideal magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD!
shear-Alfvén oscillations have a continuous frequency spectrum v 2 5k 2i (r) v 2A (r), with the parallel wave vector given
by k 2i (r)5 @ n2m/q(r) # 2 /R 20 . Here, n and m are the mode
numbers along z and u ~‘‘toroidal’’ and ‘‘poloidal’’!, respectively, and q(r)[rB z (r)/R 0 B u (r). The spectra corresponding to different harmonics (m,n) and (m 8 ,n 8 ) are degenerate
at radial locations where k 2i m,n (r)5k 2i m 8 ,n 8 (r). Two modes
with mode numbers (m,n) and (m11,n) have, e.g., the
same frequency at the radial position r 0 such that q(r 0 )
5(2m11)/2n. These oscillations are local, since the corresponding eigenfunctions are singular at the surface where the
dispersion relation is satisfied. The amplitude of any radiallyextended superposition of such noncollective plasma oscillations asymptotically decays in time as t 21 ,8 due to the phenomenon of phase mixing,9 typical of a continuous spectrum.
In toroidal equilibria, poloidal symmetry breaking and
the coupling between different poloidal harmonics remove
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tions of the energetic particles ~in the present paper we will
concentrate on the wave resonances with the transit motion
of circulating particles around the torus!, rather than by the
frequency gap in the shear Alfvén continuum, and its radial
localization is directly related to the localization of the
source of instability ~the energetic-particle population!. Differently from the case of gap modes, it is then inadequate to
look at the EPM as to existing MHD modes whose stability
properties are modified by the interaction with energetic particles, or, in other words, it is not possible to investigate
EPM’s by treating the energetic-particle dynamics in the
frame of a perturbative approach.
The growth rate of energetic-particle modes is predicted
to have a much stronger dependence on b H ~defined as b H
[8 p n H T H /B 2 , with T H [m H v 2H , and n H and m H being the
energetic-particle density and mass, respectively! than that of
TAE and KTAE. For both gap modes and EPM’s, however,
the most unstable wave vectors are expected to be those satisfying the condition k u r &1&k' r ,7,20–23 where r indicates
the typical excursion off the magnetic surface of the energetic particle orbit associated to the particle motion with
which the mode is in resonance @i.e., the Larmor radius ( r L )
and the drift ( r d ) or banana ( r B ) orbit widths#.
The most relevant issue in the investigation of shearAlfvén modes in tokamak plasmas is understanding their effects on the confinement properties of the energetic particles.
Several studies24–27 have therefore analyzed the saturation
mechanisms of such modes, in order to determine the fluctuation level at which saturation takes place and the consequences on the energetic-particle transport. These analyses,
however, either look at mode–mode coupling effects ~while
keeping the energetic particle drive fixed!,25–27 or assume
weakly growing modes to justify a perturbative treatment of
energetic-particle dynamics.24 Both these approaches are
then expected to be inadequate to describe the saturation of
the fast-growing ‘‘nonperturbative’’ EPM.
The need for a full treatment of the nonlinear energeticparticle dynamics motivate the numerical-simulation approach presented in this paper. The hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
code19 solves, using particle-in-cell techniques,28 the set of
O( e 3 )-reduced MHD equations for a low-b core plasma and
the Vlasov equation for energetic particles. Energetic particles contribute to the dynamic evolution of the wave fields
via the energetic-particle pressure–tensor term in the MHD
equations. This code, then, allows us to describe both selfconsistent mode structures in toroidal equilibria and
energetic-particle dynamics, as well as to get a deeper insight
in how the Alfvénic modes affect the confinement of such
particles.
In Ref. 19, the results on the linear stability of gap
modes have been reported. Here we extend the linear analysis to the regime dominated by the EPM, and study the nonlinear saturation of both gap modes and EPM’s, comparing
the simulation results with the findings of existing investigations. Although the code is suited for retaining both fluid and
particle nonlinearities,29 we concentrate on the latter ones for
the sake of clarity. The need for increasing computational
resources associated to increasing spatial resolution sets a
lower limit for the wavelength of the modes that can be
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simulated. In this respect, our investigation is complementary to analytical treatments, based on the high-n ~with n
being the toroidal mode number! assumption, presented in
Refs. 20 and 30
Concerning the linear stability problem, we will show
that EPM destabilization occurs for b H . b H th , with the
threshold value b H th decreasing with increasing toroidal
mode number n approximately as n 22/3.
As to the nonlinear saturation, a completely novel result
is found. Differently from the case of gap modes ~TAE or
KTAE!, whose saturation can evidently be traced back to the
trapping of resonant energetic particles in the potential well
of the wave,24 EPM’s saturate because of a macroscopic outward displacement of the energetic-particle population. This
convective motion becomes, in the EPM regime, the most
important phenomenon in determining the confinement properties of energetic particles, obscuring the radial diffusion
due to e.m. field fluctuations.
On the basis of these results, there is an evident need of
investigations of the stability and the nonlinear dynamics of
high-n EPM’s. Consistently with the observed inverse dependence of b H th on n, such modes could be unstable in
plasmas close to ignition conditions, with negative effects on
a -particle confinement.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the reducedMHD equations are presented and their coupling with the
Vlasov description of the energetic particles in gyrocenter
coordinates is discussed. In Sec. III we describe the numerical method adopted to solve the model equations, with regard to both the fluctuating field determination and the particle pushing. Respective merits of the so-called d F method
and the standard full-F method are compared. The distinction between ‘‘self-consistent’’ and ‘‘perturbative’’ simulations is also introduced, with the latter ones suited for a more
straightforward comparison with other published analytical
and numerical studies of the same problem. Those readers
who are familiar with the model equations and not interested
in the details of the numerical method can directly skip to
Sec. IV, where the results of linear simulations are reported
and the inadequacy of the perturbative treatment of
energetic-particle dynamics is emphasized. Mode saturation
and the effects on energetic-particle confinement are investigated in Sec. V. Conclusions and a summary of the main
results are contained in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL EQUATIONS

The resistive MHD equations, with a driving term related to an energetic-particle population included, can be
written in the following form:
d%
52%¹–v,
dt
%

dv
1
52“ P2¹–PH 1 J3B,
dt
c

]B
52c¹3E,
]t
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dP
52 g P¹–v,
dt

D * [R

1
E5 h J2 v3B,
c
J5

~1!

c
¹3B,
4p

¹–B50.
In the above equations, v is the fluid velocity, J the plasma
current, B the magnetic field, E the electric field, % and P
are, respectively, the mass density and the scalar pressure of
the bulk plasma, PH is the pressure-tensor of the hot particles, g the ratio of the specific heats, h the resistivity, c the
speed of light and d/dt[ ] / ] t1v•¹. This coupling scheme
in terms of the energetic-particle pressure tensor is suited for
a gyrokinetic treatment of such particles ~see below!, as observed in Ref. 31, where it was first devised and used.
The MHD equations can be simplified by expanding
them in powers of the inverse aspect ratio e [a/R 0 , where a
and R 0 are the minor and the major radius of the torus,
respectively. This procedure has been widely used, since the
first paper of Strauss,32 both for analytical and for numerical
work. At the leading order in e , O( e 2 ), and considering b
'O( e 2 ), the reduced-MHD equations describe the plasma in
the cylindrical approximation. The toroidal corrections enter
the equations at the next order in the inverse aspect ratio.
These O( e 3 ) equations have been first derived in Ref. 33 and
their modification to include energetic particle dynamics in
the form of Eqs. ~1! has been proposed in Ref. 29. In terms
of the poloidal-magnetic-field stream function c and the scalar potential f , they can be written, in the cylindricalcoordinate system (R,Z, w ), in the following form:
cR
]c
c
c ]f
52
“ c 3“ w –¹f 2
1h
D *c
]t
R 0B 0
R 0 ]w
4p
2

2

1O ~ e v A B w ! ,

S

D

S

D

2c ] f 2
c ]f
D
D
2
2
¹' f 1“%̂–
“f
Dt R 0 B 0 ] Z
Dt R 0 B 0 ] Z
52

B0
B0
B–¹D * c 2
¹–@ R 2 ~ “ P1¹–PH ! 3¹w #
4pc
cR 0

S D

1O e 4 %

v 2A

a2

dR̄
eH
Ū
5Ūb̂1
b̂3¹f 2
b̂3¹a i
dt
m HV H
m HV H
1

%̂5

R2
R 20

v' '2

%,

~2!

]
D
5 1v' •¹,
Dt ] t

cR 2
“ f 3¹w ,
R 0B 0

]
]2
1 ]
R
1 2,
¹'2 [
R ]R ]R ]Z
the Grad–Shafranov operator D * is defined by

F

S

M̄
Ū
ai
1
Ū1
mH VH
mH

DG

b̂3¹lnB,

dM̄
50,
dt

~3!

1
dŪ
5
b̂–
dt
mH

,

where

] 1 ]
]2
1 2,
]R R ]R ]Z

B 0 is the vacuum magnetic field at R5R 0 and the subscript
' denotes components perpendicular to w . In the following,
we will consider the pressure of the bulk plasma to be zero
and the normalized mass density %̂ to be constant in time,
with spatial dependence proportional to q(r) 22 , such as to
yield the same gap frequency for different pairs of poloidal
harmonics. Thus, Eqs ~2! are the only equations to be solved.
As boundary conditions we take a rigid conducting wall at
the plasma edge.
In order to close the set of reduced MHD Equations ~2!,
the energetic-particle pressure-tensor components can be obtained by directly calculating the appropriate velocity momentum of the distribution function for the particle population moving in the perturbed electromagnetic fields.
As a convenient choice for numerical particle pushing,
and in order to avoid too severe limitations on the time-step
size, it is worth34,35 following particle evolution in the
gyrocenter-coordinate system Z̄[(R̄,M̄ ,Ū, ū ), where R̄ is
the gyrocenter position, M̄ is the exactly conserved magnetic
momentum, Ū corresponds to the canonical parallel momentum and ū is the gyrophase. This corresponds to averaging
the single-particle equations of motion over the fast Larmor
precession and allows one to retain the relevant finite Larmor
radius effects without resolving the details of the gyromotion.
The equations of motion in the gyrocenter coordinates
have been derived19 by a straightforward extension of previous treatments.36–38 They take the form

4

%̂

3289

1

HF S

D

G

eH
ai
M̄
Ū1
“f1
“a i 3¹ln B
VH
mH
mH

J

eH
V H M̄
“a i 3¹f 2
b̂–¹ln B.
m HV H
mH

Here, e H , m H and V H [e H B/m H c are, respectively, the
energetic-particle charge, mass and Larmor frequency; b̂
[B/B is the unit vector of the equilibrium magnetic field.
The fluctuating potential a i is related to the stream function
c through the relationship
a i5

eH R0
c.
c R

~4!

The parallel electric field term in the equation for Ū has been
suppressed, neglecting in this frame the small resistive cor-
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rections to the ideal-MHD condition. Note, finally, that Eq.
~3! do not contain any dependence on the gyrophase ū .
The hot-particle pressure tensor can be written, in terms
of the gyrocenter coordinates, as
PH ~ t,x! 5

1
m 2H

E

dZ̄D z c →Z̄ F̄ H ~ t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū !

S

V H M̄
1b̂b̂ Ū 2 2
mH

DG

d ~ x2R̄! ,

F

N part

G ~ t,Z̄ ! '

V H M̄
I
mH
~5!

where I is the identity tensor, I i j [ d i j , F̄ H (t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū) is the
hot-particle distribution function, D z c →Z̄ is the Jacobian of
the transformation from canonical to gyrocenter coordinates
and any superscript related to the dimensionality of the phase
space has been omitted for simplicity.
The distribution function F̄ H satisfies the Vlasov equation
dF̄ H
50,
dt

Such markers can then be interpreted as the phase-space coordinates of a set of N part ‘‘particles,’’ and G(t,Z̄) can be
approximated by

S

dD l
] dZ̄ i
5D l ~ t !
dt
] Z̄ i dt

~10!

D

~11!

.
t,Z̄ l ~ t !

For the purpose of calculating the pressure tensor components, Eq. ~5!, it is worth it to directly represent the quantity D z c →Z̄ F̄ H ~or D z c →Z̄ d F̄ H ), rather than just F̄ H ~or d F̄ H ),
according to its discretized form,
D z c →Z̄ ~ t,Z̄ !

H

F̄ H ~ t,Z̄ !

d F̄ H ~ t,Z̄ !

J

N part

(

'

l51

w̄ l ~ t ! d ~ Z̄2Z̄ l ~ t !! , ~12!

with the weight factor w̄ l defined by

dŪ ]
d
] dR̄
[ 1
–¹1
,
dt ] t dt
dt ] Ū

w̄ l ~ t ! [D̄ l

and dR̄/dt and dŪ/dt given by Eqs. ~3!.
It has been shown19,39–43 that, as far as regimes are considered where the distribution function can be expected to
slightly depart from the equilibrium one, it is worth limiting
the numerical investigation to the evolution of the perturbed
part d F̄ H , defined by the relationship
F̄ H ~ t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū ! 5F̄ H0 ~ t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū ! 1 d F̄ H ~ t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū ! , ~7!
where F̄ H0 is the lowest-order ~‘‘equilibrium’’! distribution
function.
Equation ~6! can be written, in terms of d F̄ H , in the
form
d d F̄ H
5S,
dt

Particle-simulation techniques consist in representing
any phase-space function G(t,Z̄) by its discretized form,

'

¯8 ! d ~ Z̄2Z̄ 8 !
dZ̄ 8 G ~ t,Z

(l D l G ~ t,Z̄ l ! d ~ Z̄2Z̄ l ! ,

d F̄ H ~ t,Z̄ l ~ t !!

~9!

where D l is the volume element around the phase-space
marker Z̄ l , and assuming that each marker evolves in time
according to the gyrocenter equations of motion, Eq. ~3!.

J

,

~13!

~14!

Here the upper ~lower! quantity in the curly brackets refers to
the full-F ( d F) algorithm. From Eqs. ~6!, ~8!, and ~11!, and
from the Liouville theorem,

S

D

]
]
dZ̄ i
D z c →Z̄ 1 i D z c →Z̄
50 ,
]t
dt
] Z̄

~15!

it is immediate to show that
dD̄ l
50
dt

H

~16!

J

0
dw̄ l
5
.
dt
D̄ l S ~ t,Z̄ l ~ t !!

dF̄ H0
.
dt

E

F̄ H ~ t,Z̄ l ~ t !!

D̄ l [D l ~ t ! D z c →Z̄ ~ t,Z̄ l ~ t !! .

and

G ~ t,Z̄ ! [

H

and

~8!

with
S[2

D l ~ t ! G ~ t,Z̄ l ~ t !! d ~ Z̄2Z̄ l ~ t !! .

The time-variation of the volume element D l (t) is then given
by

~6!

with

(

l51

~17!

From Eqs. ~16! and ~17!, the convenience of the approach
based on Eq. ~12! is evident: numerical effort is needed neither for the time evolution of the volume-element factor D̄ l ,
nor for the weight factor w̄ l ~in the full-F case!. In this respect the full-F approach seems to be more convenient than
the d F one. In fact, the latter is recommended as far as d F
!F, the former when d F'F. It can then be worth switching from d F to full-F algorithm when the transition from a
small-amplitude linear-evolution phase to a large-amplitude
saturated phase occurs.
In the present paper we take F̄ H0 to be Maxwellian,
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D

1
V H M̄ 1 m H Ū 2
2
F̄ H0 }n H ~ R̄! exp 2
,
TH

~18!

where n H (R̄) and T H are, respectively, the energetic-particle
equilibrium density and ~uniform! temperature. The right
hand side ~RHS! of Eq. ~8! is then given by
S ~ t,R̄,M̄ ,Ū ! 52F̄ H0

H
S

F

dR̄
e H M̄
–¹lnn H 1
dt
TH mH

DG

1

Ū
ai
Ū1
VH
mH

1

e H Ū
b̂–¹f 3¹a i .
T HV Hm H

b̂3¹lnB–¹f

J

~19!

The energetic-particle equilibrium density is taken to be

FSDG

n H ~ r ! 5n H0 exp 2

r2

an

L 2n

,

~20!

where n H0 is the on-axis density. The equilibrium density
scale length l n is then given by l n 5(L 2n /r 2 ) a n r/2a n .
III. NUMERICAL METHOD
A. Self-consistent treatment

The coupled sets of reduced MHD equations for the
fluctuating fields—Eq. ~2!—gyrokinetic equations of
motion—Eqs. ~3!—and evolution equations for phase-spacevolume and weight factors—Eqs. ~16! and ~17!—for the energetic particles are integrated by the hybrid MHD-particle
initial-value code.19
At each time step, a field solver computes the fluctuating
electromagnetic potentials at the grid points of a threedimensional ~3-D! toroidal domain. Phase-space coordinates
and weight factors are then evolved in the fluctuating fields,
and the pressure tensor components at the grid points are
updated, in order to close the MHD equations for the next
time step.
The energetic-particle phase-space distribution is initially loaded according to the following recipe: (a) the kinetic energy Ē[m H Ū 2 /21V H M̄ and the pitch angle a
[arccos(Ū/ A2Ē/m H ), with 0< a < p /2 are determined by
inversion of the cumulative distribution function;28 (b) the
parallel velocity Ū and the magnetic momentum M̄ are then
calculated
according
to
the
relationships
Ū
56 A2Ē/m H cosa, and M̄ 5Ē/V H sin2a ~note that a pair of
particles, with opposite values of parallel velocity, is initialized for each choice of Ē and a ); (c) particle positions in the
meridian plane are mixed in r and q by choosing, for the i-th
particle, r i 5aR r,i (0<R r,i <1) and q i 52 p R q ,i (0<R q ,i
<1), and taking the R r ’s and the R q ’s as they result from a
radix-two and a radix-three digit reversal;44 (d) the toroidal
angle is randomly fixed within a one-cell-wide toroidal slice;
(e) the distribution is exactly replicated for each toroidal
slice; ( f ) volume-element and weight factors are determined

3291

in such a way as to take properly into account the inhomogeneities of the initial phase-space discretization ~the initial
phase-space density of simulation ‘‘particles’’! and to make
the initial physical distribution function coincident with F̄ H0 .
Steps (c) and (d) aim to preserve the local Maxwellian character of the velocity-space distribution function; steps (b)
and (e) to enforce the even Ū-parity and the axisymmetry of
the equilibrium distribution function, respectively, in order to
avoid spurious beam instabilities and nonaxisymmetric perturbations to the plasma equilibrium.
The field solver for the O( e 3 ) reduced MHD
equations29,27 is based on a previous O( e 2 ) version.45 The
code uses finite difference in the minor radius direction and
Fourier expansion in the poloidal and toroidal directions. The
equilibrium is calculated, to the desired order in e , from the
Grad–Shafranov equation, by assigning a q-profile, which
determines the symmetric (m50,n50) zeroth-order Fourier
component of the magnetic-flux function c , and integrating
the equation for the first-order correction (m51,n50). The
coupled equations for the Fourier components of the magnetic stream function c and the scalar potential f are integrated using a semi-implicit algorithm where all the linear
terms that couple with the m50,n50 equilibrium component are treated implicitly.
Field values at each particle position are obtained by
trilinear interpolation of the fields at the vertices of the cell to
which the particle belongs. The corresponding trilinear
weight function is adopted, after pushing the particles, in
order to distribute their contribution to the pressure tensor
components among the vertices of the cell.
Particle pushing is performed by integrating Eqs. ~3! and
~17! by a second-order Runge–Kutta method. Defining z i
[(Z̄ i ,w̄ i ,D̄ i ) the complete set of simulation coordinates of
the i-th particle and z [( z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N part ) the whole set of
coordinates of the entire simulation population, we can synthetically indicate the pushing equations as
dzi
5g @ z i ,P ~ z !# ,
dt

~21!

where the ‘‘velocity’’ g shows an explicit dependence on the
particle coordinates z i and an implicit dependence on the
whole set z through the fields ~here indicated by P to keep a
memory of the pressure tensor term which couples particles
and fields!.
Time integration of Eq. ~21! yields
dg
1
z i ~ t1Dt ! 5 z i ~ t ! 1Dtg @ z i ~ t ! ,P ~ z ~ t !!# 1 ~ Dt ! 2
2
dt
1O ~ Dt ! ,

U

t

~22!

3

with

U

N

U

d g part ] P
dg ] g
5
g @ z i ,P ~ z !# 1
g @ z l ,P ~ z !# .
dt ]z i
d P l51 ]z l
t
t
~23!

(

Noting that
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g @ z i ~ t ! ,P ~ z ~ t2Dt !!#

dg
5g @ z i ,P ~ z !# u t 2Dt
dP

N part

(
l51

]P
g @ z l ,P ~ z !#
]z l

1O ~ Dt ! ,

U
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t

~24!

2

we can cast Eq. ~22! in the following form:
3
1
z i ~ t1Dt ! 5 z i ~ t ! 1 Dtg @ z i ,P ~ z !# u t 2 Dtg @ z i ~ t ! ,P ~ z ~ t
2
2

U

]g
1
g @ z i ,P ~ z !# 1O ~ Dt 3 ! .
2Dt !!# 1 ~ Dt ! 2
2
]z i
t
~25!

ditions ~the d F algorithm does not rely on any approximation!, the simulation-particle rarefaction makes the discretized representation of ¯
d F H @see Eq. ~10!# very poor and
unable to accurately reproduce the cancellation condition,
Eq. ~29!. Such cases are better described by full-F simulations: the lack of simulation ‘‘particles’’ in a certain region
automatically corresponds to F̄ H '0, in spite of a poor discrete representation. Switching from d F to full-F simulation
can then be accomplished, at a given time step, by setting
w̄ l u F 5w̄ l u d F 1D̄ l u d F F̄ H0 ~ t,Z̄ l ! ,

~30!

and converting to the appropriate evolution equation for the
weight factor @the upper side of Eq. ~17!#.

Finally, defining
k 1 [Dtg @ z i ~ t ! ,P ~ z ~ t !!# ,
k 2 [Dtg @ z i ~ t ! 1k 1 ,P ~ z ~ t !!# ,

B. Perturbative treatment

~26!

k 0 [Dtg @ z i ~ t ! ,P ~ z ~ t2Dt !!# ,
and observing that
k 2 5k 1 1 ~ Dt ! 2

]g
g @ z i ,P ~ z !# u t 1O ~ Dt 3 ! ,
]z i

~27!

we obtain
1
z i ~ t1Dt ! 5 z i ~ t ! 1k 1 1 ~ k 2 2k 0 ! 1O ~ Dt 3 ! .
2

~28!

Note that compared with the standard pushing technique,
based on the Euler method @which corresponds to retain only
the first two terms in the RHS of Eq. ~28!#, such a Runge–
Kutta scheme is more accurate @ O(Dt 2 ) is properly retained#, although computationally more expensive. Calculations of k 2 and k 0 requires us indeed to compute the
‘‘velocities’’ also in correspondence of the shifted coordinates, z i (t)1k 1 , or the previous-step fields, P( z (t2Dt)),
respectively.
Quasi-cylindrical coordinates (r, q , w ) are adopted in
particle pushing and pressure computation, except for a limited region close to r50, where rectangular coordinates
(R,Z) are used to describe the meridian plane, in order to
avoid singularities.
Particles that hit the wall (r5a) are considered lost and
are not re-injected in the plasma.
The code allows us to switch from d F to a full-F algorithm, in order to fully exploit the respective advantages of
the two methods. The d F algorithm is indeed suited for linear or small-perturbation nonlinear simulations, but it can
present serious problems in situations in which a high-level
turbulence produces a large net displacement of physical particles. These situations indeed correspond, on one side, to a
large perturbation of the distribution function,
¯
d F H →2F̄ H0 ,

~29!

and, on the other side, to a rarefaction of simulation ‘‘particles’’ in the considered region. Although, in principle, there
should be no difficulty in describing large-perturbation con-

In order to compare the self-consistent-simulation results
to those obtained in the framework of models that treat the
energetic-particle dynamics in a perturbative way, we also
use a simplified version of the code, which will be indicated,
in the following, as ‘‘perturbative.’’ Rather than solving the
reduced MHD equations—Eq. ~2!—for the spatial and time
dependence of the fields, the fluctuating potentials are obtained, in this version, from the equations

H J
f ~ R̄,t !

a i ~ R̄,t !

5A ~ t ! e ~ i v r 2 g D ! t

H J
f 0 ~ R̄!

a i 0 ~ R̄!

,

~31!

with
dA
5 g HA~ t !,
dt

~32!

where f 0 (R̄) and a i 0 (R̄) are given mode structures for the
scalar and parallel vector potential, respectively, v r and g D
are the fixed real frequency and damping rate, respectively,
and g H represents the energetic-particle contribution to the
mode growth rate. Following Ref. 4, g H is obtained, from a
variational principle, in terms of the energetic-particle contribution to the potential energy d W K and of the plasma kinetic energy K M , as

g H .I lim d W K /K M
Iv →0

.

B0
* d 3 rb̂3„¹–PH )–¹f *
1
R
.
2R 0 cm i n 0
* d 3 r u “' f u 2

~33!

Note that separating spatial and time dependencies, as in Eq.
~31!, corresponds to neglecting the feed-back of the energetic
particles on the mode structure. Particle orbits are instead
fully retained, as in the complete version of the code.
This treatment closely resembles that of Refs. 46–48,
with a negligible difference: the real frequency shift due to
particle dynamics, neglected here, is computed there—
besides the growth rate—on the basis of a perturbative expression analogous to Eq. ~33!.
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FIG. 1. Growth rate and real frequency of the most unstable modes versus
b H for linear simulations of the n51 and m51,2 components ~a!, and the
corresponding shear-Alfvén continuous-spectrum ~b!. Here r LH /a50.01,
a n 52, a 2 /L 2n 52. At low values of b H , the KTAE ~boxes! is the most
unstable mode and the growth rate is weakly dependent on b H . For b H
*0.024 the energetic-particle mode ~circles! appears, with the growth rate
sharply increasing with b H .

IV. LINEAR RESULTS

In this section we will take the linear limit of the
reduced-MHD–Vlasov system. This corresponds, in particular, to retaining only the unperturbed characteristics in the
left hand side of Eq. ~8! and neglecting the nonlinear contributions in the source term, Eq. ~19!.
For the sake of simplicity, only the circulating-particle
dynamics is included: the mirroring term, proportional to
b̂–¹lnB, is neglected in the evolution equation for the parallel velocity Ū, Eq. ~3!.
Simulations refer to an equilibrium magnetic field characterized by c eq (r, q )5 c eq 0,0(r)1 c eq 1,0(r)cos(q)—corresponding to shifted circular magnetic surfaces—with inverse
aspect ratio a/R 0 50.1 and the q-profile approximately
given, in the cylindrical approximation, by q(r).q(0)
1 @ q(a)2q(0) # r 2 /a 2 , with q(0)51.1 and q(a)51.9. Perturbations to c 0,0 and c 1,0 are neglected in the frame of linear
simulations.
In Ref. 19 the results of linear simulations with a fixed
value of b H —the energetic-particle pressure parameter—and
toroidal number n51 were reported. It was shown that, in
correspondence to the explored parameter regime, the TAE
is stable, or very close to marginal stability, while the upper
branch of the KTAE is unstable. In Fig. 1~a! the growth rates
of the most unstable modes are now plotted, along with the
corresponding real frequencies, at different values of b H .
The other parameters are the following: r LH /a50.01, a n
52, a 2 /L 2n 52, h R 0 /(a 2 v A )51025 . A spatial grid of N r
3N q 3N w 53231638 cells has been used, with an average
number of 64 particles per cell. Perturbations with two
coupled components—m51,2—are taken into account for c
and f . With the equilibrium considered here, these two components are indeed the only ones that yield a gap structure in
the shear-Alfvén spectrum. The gap is localized at r.0.7a,
as shown in Fig. 1~b!.
From Fig. 1 it is evident that two different regimes can
be identified. At low values of b H , the KTAE is the most
unstable mode. The real frequency v r of the mode comes out
to be close to the upper boundary of the gap and the mode
structure—shown in Fig. 2 for b H 50.02—exhibits its sharpest variation in correspondence to the gap region. This is the
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FIG. 2. Radial profiles of the real ~solid line! and the imaginary ~dashed
line! part of the poloidal components of the perturbed scalar potential f̂
( f̂ [e H f /T H ) for a simulation with b H 50.02 and the other parameters as
in Fig. 1. The two components are opposite in phase, corresponding to a
KTAE-upper-branch structure, and exhibit their sharpest variation in correspondence to the gap region.

regime considered in Ref. 19. The growth rate is weakly
dependent on b H , and such that g ! v r . Above a certain
threshold in b H ( b H '0.024 in this case! a new mode appears with completely different features. Its growth rate
sharply increases with b H . The real frequency becomes very
small ( g ' v r ) and falls inside the lower continuum. The
mode structure, shown in Fig. 3 for b H 50.03, shows the
m51 and m52 components localized at r'0.3a and r
'0.8a, respectively. Such localization appears to be quite
independent of the gap position, and is determined both by
the intersection of the shear Alfvén continuous spectrum
with the mode frequency and the boundary conditions. The
two components show even symmetry, differently from the
odd-symmetry KTAE case, and consistently with the opposite localization of the real frequency with respect to the
center of the gap.19 This mode can be identified as the
Energetic-Particle ~beam! Mode ~EPM!.20 It is evident that

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the scalar-potential components for a simulation
with b H 50.03. The two components are peaked quite far from the gap
position. Their localization is determined instead by the boundary conditions
and the intersection of the shear Alfvén spectrum with the mode frequency.
The two components show even symmetry, consistently with the localization of the real frequency with respect to the center of the gap. This mode
can be identified as the energetic-particle mode.
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FIG. 4. The growth rate versus b H for self-consistent ~circles! and perturbative ~boxes! linear simulations in the n51 case. A fixed real frequency
v r 50.33 t 21
A has been assumed for perturbative simulations. Perturbative
results agree quite well with the self-consistent ones in the KTAE regime,
but do not exhibit the EPM destabilization.

KTAE ~or TAE! and EPM are drastically different in nature.
While the KTAE ~or the TAE! exists as a kinetic ~or MHD!
global mode and is affected by energetic particles in a perturbative way @both the mode structure and real frequency
are essentially determined by the MHD terms in Eqs. ~2!#,
the EPM exists only because of the energetic particle dynamics. Its growth, localization and real frequency are, in fact,
determined by the competition between energetic-particle
resonant drive and continuum damping. In this respect, they
are not related to the presence of a frequency gap that, on the
contrary, is needed for the formation of MHD/kinetic global
modes.
These features of the EPM strongly limit the validity of
any perturbative approach to the problem of the stability of
shear-Alfvén modes. The results of ‘‘perturbative’’ simulations, described in Sec. III B, are compared with those of the
self-consistent simulations in Fig. 4. The potential profiles
f 0 (R̄) and a i 0 (R̄), adopted in such perturbative simulations,
correspond to n51 KTAE-like eigenmodes, and are shown
in Fig. 5. A fixed value v r 50.33 t 21
A ~where t A [R 0 / v A )

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of the scalar and parallel vector potential adopted in
the perturbative simulations, corresponding to an n51 KTAE-like configuration.
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FIG. 6. Time evolution ~a! and corresponding frequency spectrum ~b! of the
m52 fluctuating scalar potential at r50.5 a, for a simulation with b H value
in the transition regime ( b H 50.024). The coexistence of unstable EPM and
21
KTAE, with real frequencies v r '0.14 t 21
A and v r '0.56 t A , respectively,
can be observed.

has been assumed for the real frequency. It is evident that,
while the two treatments agree quite well in the KTAE regime, the EPM destabilization cannot be reproduced in the
perturbative framework.
The results on the transition from gap modes ~TAE’s and
KTAE’s! to continuum modes ~EPM’s! seem consistent with
those obtained by Santoro and Chen in the high-n limit.30
Note that, on the basis of the present investigation, such a
transition cannot be described as a smooth one. The coexistence of the two modes, with sharply different real frequencies, can indeed be observed in the transition regime, where
the respective growth rates are of the same order. Figure 6
shows the time evolution ~a! of the m52 component of the
fluctuating scalar potential and the corresponding frequency
spectrum ~b! at r50.5 a, for b H 50.024. Both EPM and
KTAE are visible, with real frequencies v r '0.14 t 21
A and
v r '0.56 t 21
,
respectively.
A
Similar results are found in the case of higher—although
still moderate—toroidal mode number n. In Fig. 7~a! the real
frequency and the growth rate of the most unstable mode at
different b H values are reported as obtained from simulations of the linear evolution of modes with n54. Poloidal
components with m ranging from 4 to 8 have been retained,
as they give rise, for the considered q profile, to frequency
gaps in the shear-Alfvén continuous spectrum properly contained inside the plasma volume. Such continuous spectrum
is shown in Fig. 7~b!.

FIG. 7. Real frequency ~boxes! and growth rate ~circles! of the most unstable mode at different b H values for linear simulations of modes with n
54 and m ranging from 4 to 8 ~a!, and the corresponding shear-Alfvén
continuous-spectrum ~b!. The real frequency for b H 50.02 is too low, compared with the growth rate, to be appreciated from the numerical-simulation
results. Note that the threshold for the EPM destabilization is much lower
than the n51 case.
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FIG. 8. Threshold b H value for the destabilization of the EPM at different
values of the toroidal mode number n. The results corresponding to n58
should be considered just as indicative ones, because of the reduced
velocity-space resolution achieved in the corresponding high-spatialresolution simulations.

By comparison with the n51 results, it can be noted that
the destabilization of an EPM with real frequency deeply
inside the lower continuum and a sharply increasing growth
rate is observed, in this case, at much lower values of b H ~in
fact, for b H 50.02, the real frequency is so low, compared
with the growth rate, that it cannot be determined on the
basis of the numerical-simulation results!.
The dependence of the threshold b H value for the EPM
destabilization on the toroidal mode number can also be appreciated from Fig. 8, where the results obtained from simulations relative to the n58 case are also reported. It approximately corresponds to b H th }n 22/3.
We can analyze these findings in the light of what can be
argued on the basis of approximate theoretical considerations. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the continuum damping of the mode does not depend on n; this is a
good approximation only for the highly localized high-n
modes, but it should not significantly affect our qualitative
conclusions even if applied to the general case. As to the
energetic-particle drive, close to the threshold it comes out to
be proportional to b H . 20 Furthermore, it has been
shown7,20–23 that it grows linearly with n for low n values,
while it decreases as n 23 in the large-n limit. By balancing
damping and drive terms, b H th can be predicted to decrease
as n 21 for low-n modes and to increase as n 3 at large n. The
threshold b H value is then expected to reach a minimum at
some intermediate value of n. Our numerical results show
that such a minimum is not yet reached up to n58, so that
higher-n modes can be expected to have an even lower excitation threshold.
It should also be observed, however, that, due to the
limited computational resources, the high spatial resolution
required by these simulations has been achieved at the expenses of the velocity–space resolution. The determination
of the threshold then suffers, in this case, a higher numerical
noise, and it should be considered just as indicative.
V. NONLINEAR SATURATION

Besides offering insight in the linear properties of shearAlfvén modes, the hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic simulation allows us to investigate the problem of their nonlinear saturation and, in particular, the related effects on the confinement
of energetic particles. Several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature as possible candidates for explaining
the saturation of such modes. Hahm and Chen,25 for ex-
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ample, have shown that the nonlinear interaction between
two TAE’s can produce a ponderomotive d J' 3d B' force,
which drives low-phase-velocity density fluctuations. Such
‘‘virtual’’ sound-wave-like fluctuations can transfer energy
to bulk ions through resonant wave–particle interactions
eventually leading to TAE saturation. Zonca et al.26,27 have
in turn shown that saturation can occur due to nonlinear
modification of the equilibrium magnetic field and hence of
both gap and mode structures.
A different approach to the saturation problem consists
in investigating particle nonlinear dynamics. In fact, the
scope of the present paper is to analyze these aspects. Thus,
we start neglecting all MHD nonlinearities, although the Hybrid MHD-Gyrokinetic Code allows us to simultaneously
study both mode–mode couplings and particle nonlinear dynamics on the same footing.
Wu and coworkers46,47 and Borba et al.48 have investigated particle nonlinearities through numerical simulations
based on a Hamiltonian guiding-center representation of the
particle motion. To the same purpose, Park et al.31 have developed a hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic code, conceptually similar to the code discussed in the present paper. Meanwhile,
Todo et al.49 have adopted a hybrid MHD-Vlasov approach,
computing the energetic-particle distribution function in an
Eulerian frame, unlike the usual particle codes, which are
Lagrangian in nature.
All of these authors ~cf. also Ref. 50! found reasonable
agreement between the simulation results and the theoretical
ones, obtained by Berk and Breizmann24 by assuming that
saturation is due to nonlinear trapping of the resonant energetic particles in the potential well of the wave.
The Berk and Breizmann model can be summarized as
follows. Let us define the wave phase C m,n for a particle at
the position (r, q , w ) at the time t:
C m,n [ v r t2m q 1n w .

~34!

In the linear case ~unperturbed particle orbits!, the resonant
energy exchange between the wave and the particle takes
place in a radial shell centered around the resonant surface
and qualitatively defined by the condition

U U

dC m,n
&gL ,
dt

~35!

with g L being the linear growth rate of the wave.
When the nonlinear effects of the wave on the particle
motion are included, two different kind of trajectories exist:
closed orbits for particles trapped in the potential well of the
wave and open ones for untrapped particles. Trapped particles are effectively subtracted to the drive, because their
energy exchange with the wave is averaged to zero in the
back-and-forth motion along the C m,n axis. The separatrix
between the two families of orbits has maximum radial width
proportional to the square root of the wave amplitude. The
growth rate of the wave is then progressively weakened as
the amplitude increases. Saturation is eventually reached
when the separatrix width becomes of the same order of the
width of the resonant shell defined by Eq. ~35!. This condition can be translated in a relationship between the saturation
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FIG. 9. The maximum amplitude of the fluctuating radial magnetic field
versus linear growth rate for perturbative ~full boxes! and self-consistent
~empty boxes! n51 simulations, performed at different values of b H . The
other parameters are the same ones considered in the rest of the paper. The
departure, at moderately high g L values, from the very-low-g L scaling of the
saturated amplitude can be traced back to the finite mode radial width compared to that of the resonance region.

amplitude of the fluctuating radial magnetic field and the
linear growth rate. Berk and Breizmann found,24 under quite
general hypotheses,

dBr
B0

} g 2L .

~36!

It is worth noting that, in the above model, particle contribution is treated perturbatively, in the sense that it only
affects the growth rate, without determining neither the real
frequency nor the mode structure, which can be thought as
given by the dynamics of the core plasma. Consistently with
this approach, Refs. 46–48 neglect the effects of the
energetic-particle dynamics on the mode structure and on the
zeroth-order real frequency and, in fact, obtain results in
agreement with Eq. ~36!. From the discussion of the previous
section, we expect that this perturbative approach is indeed
adequate for investigating the saturation of the low-g L gap
modes ~TAE’s! or their kinetic counterpart ~KTAE’s!. This
is confirmed by the results of Refs. 49–51, which are obtained in the framework of self-consistent ~nonperturbative!
simulations applied to a gap-mode regime and do not significantly depart from the findings of the Berk and Breizmann
model. At the same time it is worth pointing out that the
~high-g L ) EPM dynamics, in which particle contribution is
intrinsically nonperturbative, are likely characterized by a
completely different phenomenology and require a more
complete approach. In the following subsections this issue is
further discussed by comparing the findings of nonlinear
simulations performed with the perturbative version of the
hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic code with those obtained with the
self-consistent one.

FIG. 10. Time evolution of the amplitude of the mode for a perturbative
nonlinear simulation with g D 50.01 t 21
A , b H 50.08 and the other parameters as in Fig. 4.

lations, empty boxes to self-consistent ones. Only simulations in the low-g L regime are considered. The fair
agreement between the two sets of results confirms the validity of the perturbative approach for this regime.
Two different sub-regimes can be distinguished with respect to the saturation mechanism. At very low values of g L ,
saturation can be traced back to the trapping of resonant
particles, discussed above, whereas effects related to the finite mode radial width begin to play a role at slightly higher
values of g L , as discussed later. The first sub-regime can be
easily recognized by examining the findings of a typical perturbative simulation in such a sub-regime. Figure 10 shows
the time behavior of the amplitude of the mode for b H
50.08, g D 50.01 t 21
and the other parameters as in the
A
simulations considered in Fig. 4. After the initial lineargrowth phase, the nonlinear growth rate progressively decreases and saturation is eventually reached. The time evolutions of the radial coordinate r and the parallel velocity Ū
are reported in Fig. 11~a! and 11~b!, respectively, for an energetic particle initially satisfying the nearly-resonance condition, Eq. ~35!, with the m52 component. During the whole
linear phase (t,150 t A ) the particle orbit is almost unperturbed. The oscillation of the particle radial position is due to
the effect of the toroidal equilibrium. The significant decrease of g H coincides with a strong modification of the
original linear evolution. Figure 12 shows the trajectories in
the plane (C 2,1 ,r), for the same particle, in the time intervals 0,t,284 t A ~a! and 264 t A ,t,560 t A ~b! ~note that

A. Gap-mode saturation

In Sec. III B we have introduced a simplified, ‘‘perturbative’’ version of the simulation code, which allows us to
retain only the effects of the energetic particles on the growth
rate of the mode, neglecting those on the mode structure and
on the real frequency.
Figure 9 shows the maximum amplitude of the fluctuating radial magnetic field, obtained at different values of b H
and plotted versus the corresponding values of the linearphase growth rate g L . Full boxes refer to perturbative simu-

FIG. 11. Time evolution of the radial coordinate ~a! and the parallel velocity
~b! of a nearly-resonant ~with respect to the component m52) energetic
particle, for the case of Fig. 10. During the linear-growth phase the orbit
remains almost unperturbed. The saturation phase coincides with a significant alteration of the original evolution.
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FIG. 12. The orbit in the plane (C 2,1 ,r), for the same particle as in Fig. 11,
in the time intervals 0,t,284t A ~a! ~linear growth! and 264 t A ,t
,560 t A ~b! ~nonlinear saturation!. The C 2,1 axis is mapped onto the interval 0<C 2,1,4 p . The particle is initially passing, but becomes trapped as
the mode reaches a certain amplitude.

FIG. 14. Energetic-particle line-density profile, in the same simulation as in
Fig. 13, at t530t A ~solid line!, during the linear growth of the mode, and at
t5480t A ~dashed line!, after that saturation has been reached. No appreciable modification can be observed.

the two intervals are slightly overlapping!. For the sake of
clarity, the C 2,1 axis is mapped onto the interval 0,C 2,1
,4 p . It is evident that, during the linear phase, the trajectory corresponds to that of a passing particle, while, when
the mode amplitude reaches a certain level, the particle becomes trapped, stops contributing to the drive and takes indirectly part to the mode saturation.
Similar conclusions can be drawn, as expected, from the
results of the self-consistent simulations. In Fig. 13, the time
evolution of the poloidal spectrum of the total fluctuating
energy for b H 50.02 is plotted. Figure 14 shows, for the
same case, the normalized energetic-particle line-density
profile @ }rn H (r)# at two different times in the simulation:
the solid line refers to t530t A , during the linear growth of
the mode; the dashed line to t5480t A , after that saturation
has been reached. There is no appreciable modification in the
density profile, consistently with the conjecture of a ‘‘soft’’
trapping mechanism.
For higher ~although still moderate! values of g L , a second ‘‘perturbative’’ saturation sub-regime can be identified.
In fact, the g L dependence of d B r u sat tends to become
weaker, due to the fact that the radial width of the resonance
region ~proportional to g L ) tends to exceed the ~finite! mode
radial width. The fraction of resonating particles is then cut

d B r u sat , irrespectively to the value of g L .

off, and saturation is reached at almost constant values of

FIG. 13. The time evolution of the poloidal components of the total fluctuating energy for an n51, b H 50.02 self-consistent nonlinear simulation.

Finally, it should be also observed that the scaling

d B r u sat } g La , with a &4, obtained in the very-low-g L sub-

regime differs from that24 reported in Eq. ~36! and obtained
also in Refs. 46–49. Although a thorough interpretation of
this discrepancy is still lacking, it is possible to conjecture
that the finite growth rates considered here do not allow us to
make straightforward comparisons with the vanishing-g L approach of Ref. 24. Note that also the results of Ref. 51 depart
from the g 2L scaling as higher values of the growth rate
( g L / v *2%) are considered, although those authors suggest
to interpret such a discrepancy in terms of overlapping of
multiple TAE’s.

FIG. 15. The time evolution of the poloidal components of the total energy
~a!, and the contour plot of the line-density in the (t,r) plane ~b! for a
self-consistent simulation with b H 50.04 ~EPM regime!. Saturation occurs
because of an abrupt displacement of the energetic-particle population.
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FIG. 16. The line-density profile at t520t A ~solid line!, during the linear
growth of the mode, and at t540t A ~dashed line!, after saturation, for the
simulation shown in Fig. 15. A macroscopic displacement of the source of
instability is observed.

B. EPM saturation

The investigation of the EPM saturation cannot, in general, be performed within a perturbative approach and requires fully self-consistent simulations. The time evolution
of the total energy for such a simulation for b H 50.04 is
reported in Fig. 15~a!, along with the contour plot of the
line-density in the (t,r) plane Fig. 15~b!. It can be noticed
that, differently from the case examined in Fig. 13, saturation
occurs in coincidence with sudden displacement of the
source of instability ~the energetic-particle population!. This
macroscopic displacement can be observed also from Fig.
16, showing the line-density profile before ~solid line! and
after ~dashed line! saturation, and can be traced back to the
secular radial drift that affects the energetic-particle motion,
shown in Fig. 17 for a particle with initial radial coordinate
r50.4 a.
The secular radial drift induced on the circulating particles in resonance with the wave is of the same type discussed in Ref. 52 for the fishbone mode, although we are
reminded that fishbone oscillations are typically driven unstable by resonant interactions with the magnetically-trapped
energetic particles. Nevertheless, the analogy is worth being
drawn since Fig. 15 is clear evidence of the fact that the
secular radial motion becomes a larger at larger mode amplitude, in agreement with the mechanism called ‘‘modeparticle pumping’’ and discussed in Ref. 53. Furthermore,
Fig. 15 also indicates that the secular radial motion becomes
negligible for particles located at radial positions where the
mode amplitude is also negligible.53 This fact explains the

FIG. 17. Poloidal-plane projection of a typical energetic-particle orbit, with
initial radial coordinate r50.4 a, in the simulation of Fig. 15.
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FIG. 18. Fraction of the global energetic-particle population displaced out
of r50.7a in self-consistent simulations with toroidal number n51 ~full
boxes! and n54 ~empty boxes!.

formation of a sharp energetic-particle density gradient at the
plasma boundary. It also emphasizes that a consistent description of appreciable particle losses through the plasma
boundary would require the inclusion of ‘‘external’’ poloidal
harmonics ~with m/n51.q) coupled to the fundamental
m51,2 EPM components. This is, however, beyond the purpose of the present analysis, which is mainly to point out that
significant energetic-particle redistributions are associated to
the EPM destabilization, and that these are responsible for
the mode saturation in the present picture.
Incidentally, we note that nonlinear saturation in our
model for the EPM is steady state since we chose not to
include a finite background dissipation and a source term in
the Vlasov equation for the energetic particles. Would have
we done so, we could recover ‘‘bursting’’ cycles of the EPM
instability and of the associated particle losses.52,54
The issue of particle redistributions associated to EPM’s
is analyzed in Fig. 18, which shows the fraction of the global
energetic-particle population displaced out of a fixed radial

FIG. 19. Time evolution of the n51 poloidal components of the total energy ~a!, and contour plot of the line-density in the (t,r) plane ~b! for a
simulation analogous to that shown in Fig. 15, but including the MHD
nonlinearities. An artificial viscous term has been introduced in the fluid
equations and a larger resistivity value has been fixed @ h R 0 /(a 2 v A )
51023 # in order to prevent numerical instabilities due to the explicit character of the nonlinear MHD terms.
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FIG. 20. The initial ~solid line! and final ~dashed line! line-density profile
for the simulation shown in Fig. 19.

position (r50.7a, in this case!. Results obtained in selfconsistent simulations with toroidal number n51 ~full
boxes! and n54 ~empty boxes! are plotted.
The inclusion of MHD nonlinearities is not expected to
appreciably modify these results. Indeed, it has been
shown26,27 that such nonlinearities mainly alter the shearAlfvén continuum in the region close to the gap. Such a
modification can influence the continuum damping of gap
modes and, eventually, yield their saturation. The existence
of EPM’s and their dynamics are weakly affected by the
presence of the gap; thus, we can guess that the EPM saturation mechanism, described here, remains effective even if
the MHD nonlinear terms are fully taken into account in the
simulation. This seems to be confirmed by the results shown
in Figs. 19 to 22, where two simulations are compared, respectively with and without MHD nonlinearities. Only the
nonlinear evolution of the ~1,0!, ~1,1!, ~2,1! and ~3,2! harmonics has been included, which is justified as it is discussed
in Refs. 26 and 27. This choice allows us to take into account
the main MHD nonlinear effects and, in particular, the continuous spectrum alteration in the gap region. No significant
difference can be appreciated for both the saturation level
@see Figs. 19~a! and 21~a!# and the particle-displacement

FIG. 21. The same as Fig. 19, without MHD nonlinearities. No appreciable
difference is observed in the saturation mechanism in the two cases. Note
that the simulation differs from that of Fig. 15 only for the inclusion of a
viscous term and for a larger resistivity value.
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FIG. 22. The initial ~solid line! and final ~dashed line! line-density profile
for the simulation shown in Fig. 21.

mechanism @see Figs. 19~b! and 21~b!, and Figs. 20 and 22#.
Note that an artificial viscous term has been introduced in the
fluid equations and a larger resistivity value has been fixed
@ h R 0 /(a 2 v A )51023 # with respect to the case shown in Fig.
15 in order to prevent numerical instabilities due to the explicit character of the nonlinear MHD terms. The simulation
runs over a time interval of the order of 5% of the resistive
time, and the related violation of the frozen-in flux condition
must be taken into account in evaluating these results, which,
however, should maintain their full qualitative validity.
In summary, several facts deserve to be emphasized.
First, the macroscopic displacement of energetic particles is
effectively caused by the EPM destabilization, as demonstrated by the high correlation degree between the displaced
fraction and the linear-phase growth rate shown in Fig. 23.
This confirms that low-growth-rate gap modes ~TAE’s and
KTAE’s! and high-growth-rate EPM’s saturate because of
completely different dynamic behaviors.
Second, the inadequacy of the perturbative picture in
describing the EPM regime should suggest caution in concluding, on the basis of perturbative treatments, that the Alfvén modes have little influence on energetic-particle transport and confinement.
Third, a warning must be kept in mind for the results of
these self-consistent simulations, because deteriorated confinement properties are observed above the b H threshold for
the EPM destabilization, which, in the n51 case, is unrealistically high ~with the parameters considered in this paper,
b H u th '0.024). However, from the n54 and n58 results, it
is evident that such a threshold is characterized by a relevant
dependence on the toroidal mode number: in fact, in these
cases we find b H u th '0.011 and b H u th '0.006, respectively,
although the latter result should be considered just as an
indicative one. It has been suggested, in Refs. 55–57 that

FIG. 23. The same quantities of Fig. 18 plotted versus the corresponding
values of the linear-phase growth rate g L . A high degree of correlation is
observed.
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EPM’s with n* 10 can, in fact, be unstable in realistic plasmas close to ignition conditions. High resolution selfconsistent simulations are then required to check whether the
qualitative features of EPM dynamics discussed here are still
relevant in such a high-n regime and, most of all, whether
the b H threshold for confinement deterioration of charged
fusion products may be significantly low for realistic ignitedplasma conditions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the results of numerical
simulation, performed with the Hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
Code, of linear and nonlinear behavior of shear-Alfvén
modes in tokamaks. It has been pointed out that for b H
greater than a certain threshold value b H th the EPM becomes
unstable, with the growth rate fast increasing with b H . The
frequency of the mode is mainly determined by the resonance condition with the energetic particles, and falls inside
the lower continuum, with poor correlation with the gap location. The EPM stability cannot then be studied as the effect
of a perturbative contribution of the energetic particles to an
existing MHD mode. An important result of the present investigation concerns the determination of the threshold for
EPM destabilization: it has been shown that b H th has a sensitive inverse dependence on the toroidal mode number n of
the considered fluctuations. Although, for limitations related
to computational resources, our results regard only the range
of low up to moderate values of n, it can be argued that highn EPM’s could be unstable in realistic tokamak conditions,
especially for plasmas close to the ignition conditions.
The problem of saturation of shear-Alfvén modes and
their effects on the confinement properties of energetic particles has been explored in the frame of nonlinear simulations. We have shown that the saturation mechanism is completely different for low-growth-rate modes, such as TAE
and KTAE, and for fast-growing modes, such as EPM.
While the former appear to saturate because of the nonlinear
trapping of resonant energetic particles in the potential well
of the wave, with a very weak influence on the energeticparticle transport, the latter saturates because of a macroscopic outward displacement of the energetic-particle population, with a potentially dramatic consequence on their
confinement.
An accurate investigation of both stability and saturation
properties of high-n shear-Alfvén modes is then required to
determine whether EPM’s can affect a -particle confinement
in the next-generation tokamaks.
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